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We propose a new table-top experimental configuration for the direct detection of dark matter
QCD axions in the traditional open mass window 10−6eV . ma . 10
−2eV using non-perturbative
effects in a system with non-trivial spatial topology. Different from most experimental setups found
in literature on direct dark matter axion detection, which relies on θ˙ or ~∇θ, we found that our system
is in principle sensitive to a static θ ≥ 10−14 and can also be used to set limit on the fundamental
constant θQED which becomes the fundamental observable parameter of the Maxwell system if some
conditions are met. Furthermore, the proposed experiments can probe entire open mass window
10−6eV . ma . 10
−2eV with the same design, which should be contrasted with conventional cavity-
type experiments being sensitive to a specific axion mass. Connection with Witten effect when the
induced electric charge e′ is proportional to θ and the magnetic monopole becomes the dyon with
non-vanishing e′ = −e θ
2pi
is also discussed.
I. INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION
The leitmotiv of the present work is related to the fun-
damental parameter θ in the Maxwell Electrodynamics,
as well as the axion field related to this parameter. The θ
parameter was originally introduced in Quantum Chro-
modynamics (QCD) in the 70s. Although the term can
be represented as a total derivative and does not change
the equation of motion, it is known that this parameter
is a fundamental physical parameter of the system on the
non-perturabative level. In particular, θ 6= 0 introduces
P and CP violation in QCD, which is most well captured
by the renowned strong CP problem. A formal and deep
reason of why the θ becomes a real physical parameter is
that the topological mapping π3[SU(N)] = Z in a 3+1 di-
mensional world is nontrivial. This rich topological struc-
ture leads to the generation of physically identical (but
topologically distinct) sectors which play the key role in
non-perturbative formulation of the theory.
The strong CP problem in QCD problem was resolved
by promoting the fundamental parameter θ to a dynam-
ical axion θ(x) field, see original papers [1–7] and review
articles [8–13]. However, the axion has not yet been dis-
covered 40 years after its initial formulation. Still, it
remains one of the most interesting resolutions of the
strong CP problem to date, which has also led to nu-
merous proposals for direct dark matter searches. Here
we list but a fraction of the new (and old) ideas [14–26]
∗ cjcao@caltech.edu
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related to the axion search experiments.
On the other hand, one may also discuss a similar theta
term in QED. It is normally assumed that a similar θQED
parameter in the abelian Maxwell Electrodynamics is un-
physical (if magnetic monopoles are absent), and can be
always removed from the system. The arguments are pre-
cisely the same as given above and based on the obser-
vation that the θQED term does not change the equation
of motion. However, in contrast with QCD, the topolog-
ical mapping for the abelian gauge group π3[U(1)] = 0 is
trivial. This justifies the widely accepted understanding
that θQED does not affect any physical observables and
can be safely removed from the theory.
While these arguments are indeed correct when the
theory is defined in an infinitely large 3+1 dimensional
Minkowski space-time, it has been known for quite some-
time that the θ parameter is in fact a physical parame-
ter of the system when the theory is formulated on a
non-simply connected, compact manifold with non-trivial
π1[U(1)] = Z, see the original references [27, 28] and re-
view [29].
The goal of the present work, however, is not an anal-
ysis of the most generic features of the Maxwell system
such as the duality relations in the presence of the θ pa-
rameter. Instead, mostly motivated by the dark matter
axion search experiments, here we only study simplest
possible systems when the θ becomes a physically ob-
servable parameter and discuss potential phenomenolog-
ical consequences in idealized experiments. Essentially,
we want to search for a system which would be highly
sensitive to a non-vanishing θ.
2To achieve our goal we consider a simplest possible
manifold such as ring with a single non-trivial π1[U(1)] =
Z. We explicitly show why and how the θ dependence
emerges in such systems. What is more important, we
explicitly compute all relevant factors related to this θ
dependence. Roughly speaking, the physics related to
pure gauge configurations describing the topological sec-
tors does not reduce to triviality when one removes all
unphysical degrees of freedom as a result of gauge fixing
in the course of the quantization of the Maxwell theory.
The phenomena, in all respects, are very similar to the
Aharonov-Bohm effect when the system is highly sensi-
tive to pure gauge (but topologically nontrivial) config-
urations. This is precisely a deep reason why θ parame-
ter1 enters the physical observables in the axion Maxwell
electrodynamics in full agreement with very generic ar-
guments [27–29]. Precisely these contributions lead to
the explicit θ-dependent effects, which cannot be for-
mulated in terms of conventional propagating degrees of
freedom. In fact, most of the effects2 which are subject
of the present work are non-perturbative in nature as
they enter the observables as exp(−1/e2) and cannot be
seen in perturbation theory. Our explicit computations
in next sections clarify this claim. One should emphasize
here that while parametrically exp(−1/e2) is exponen-
tially small, numerically this factor could be of order of
one due to a special design of a geometrical configuration.
Our result also implies that some physical observables,
when considering a setup with nontrivial topology, can be
proportional to θ, as opposed to θ˙ as commonly assumed
or discussed for perturbative computations. Precisely
this feature has the important applications in the axion
search experiments where some observables are propor-
tional to the static time-independent θ, and, in general,
do not vanish even when θ˙ = 0.
Another important implication of our findings is that
some physical observables may not be expressible in
terms of propagating degrees of freedom, such as trans-
1 Here and in what follows we use θ rather than θQED to sim-
plify notations. It should not confuse the readers as the only θ
parameter we have in the present work is the θ which couples
exclusively to the gauge E&M fields, because we do not include
effects related to gluons and fermions in our discussion.
2 The exception is section VI where a nontrivial topology is en-
forced by the external magnetic field rather than by a nontrivial
non-simply connected manifold.
verse photons. In other words, there are so-called
“non-dispersive” contributions to some correlation func-
tions which are physical and observable, but cannot be
expressed in terms of any “absorptive” contributions3
which carry (through the dispersion relations) only the
information about the “dispersive” portion of the corre-
lation functions.
The practical implication of this claim is that there
are some θ-dependent contribution to the vacuum en-
ergy, which cannot be expressed in terms of any propa-
gating degrees of freedom. Precisely this type of non-
perturbative contribution is related to the topological
sectors of the axion Maxwell electrodynamics and the
tunnelling transitions between them. The very same
physical effects lead to the extra term in the vacuum
pressure which was dubbed in [30] as the Topological
Casimir Effect (TCE), representing an additional non-
perturbative contribution to the conventional Casimir Ef-
fect [31] and which cannot be expressed in terms of the
physical propagating transverse photons.
The main goal of the present work is to elaborate on
possible new θ-dependent phenomena (mostly related to
the axion search experiments) which originated from the
topological sectors in the Maxwell electrodynamics.
The organization of this paper is as follows. In sec-
tion II we introduce some notations related to the axion
physics. We also review a variety of topological phenom-
ena related to the θ term. In section III we generalize
the construction of [30, 32] of the topological portion of
the partition function Ztop(τ, θ) to include the θ term in
the Euclidean path integral formulation. As we already
mentioned, the main goal of the present work is not an
analysis of some generic features (such as duality) of the
partition function Ztop(τ, θ) which is well known from
previous studies [27–29]. Rather, we want to study a
specific implementation on a very simple geometry with
specific and concrete parameters as an example, which
would allow us to minimize the unavoidable suppression
factor exp(−1/e2) inevitably occurring as a result of the
tunnelling transitions.
3 It would contradict a “folk theorem” that the S matrix contains
all information about all physical observables. We thank Mark
Wise for providing and explaining this observation.
3For this simple geometry we explicitly compute a num-
ber of observables in the Maxwell electrodynamics which
depend on θ rather than θ˙, in agreement with known
generic arguments [27–29] that the partition function
Ztop(τ, θ) itself depends on θ. As the corresponding for-
mulae play the key role in our studies, we reproduce in
section IV the relevant expressions using the Hamilto-
nian approach formulated in the Minkowski space-time,
in contrast with Euclidean formulation of the path in-
tegral. Finally, in sections V, VI we propose a number
of experimental setups for possible axion search experi-
ments. The crucial element in the design of the suggested
apparatus is the presence of a topologically nontrivial
configuration (such as a ring) when the topologically dis-
tinct sectors of the Maxwell system may manifest them-
selves and play the key role. We conclude in Section VII
where we summarize the main results of our findings.
II. AXION θ FIELD AND VARIETY OF
TOPOLOGICAL PHENOMENA
We introduce, in the conventional way, the axion field
a(t) = faθ(t) from which Maxwell equations receive cor-
rections. The relevant term enters the Maxwell equation
as follows [33]
~∇× ~B = ~j +
~∂E
∂t
− gaγγ ~B∂a
∂t
, gaγγ =
Kaγγα
2πfa
, (1)
where the spatial variation for the axion field ∼ ~∇a is
consistently neglected because we assume it to be small
and thus irrelevant for the present work. The model
dependent numerical coefficients are: Kaγγ ≃ 0.75 for
Dine-Fischler-Srednicki-Zhitnitsky (DFSZ) model and
Kaγγ ≃ −1.92 for Kim-Shifman-Vainshtein-Zakharov
(KSVZ) model. We treat the axion field as a classical
coherent field [11] with normalization
a(t) =
√
2ρDM
ma
cos(ωat+ φ), ρDM ≃ 0.3 GeV
cm3
. (2)
The coherence of the field is determined by the de Broglie
wave length λD of the axions with a typical mass ma ∼
10−4eV,
λD =
~
mava
≃ 10 ·
(
10−4eV
ma
)
m. (3)
Our normalization corresponds to the assumption that
the axions represent the dark matter (or at least some
portion of it) of the Universe.
The lower limit on the axion mass, as it is well known,
is determined by the requirement that the axion contri-
bution to the dark matter density does not exceed the
observed value Ωdark ≈ 0.23. There is a number of un-
certainties in the corresponding estimates. The corre-
sponding uncertainties are mostly due to the remaining
discrepancies between different groups on the computa-
tions of the axion production rates due to the different
mechanisms such as misalignment mechanism [? ] versus
domain wall/string decays [34–36]. We shall not com-
ment on these subtleties by referring to the original and
review papers [8–13]. If one takes for granted that the
misalignment mechanism is dominant, which is normally
assumed to be always the case if inflation occurs after the
Peccei-Quinn (PQ) phase transition, then the estimate is:
Ω(DM axion) ≃
(
6 · 10−6eV
ma
) 7
6
, (4)
for misalignment mechanism. This formula essentially
states that the axion of mass ma ≃ 2 · 10−5 eV saturates
the dark matter density observed today, while the axion
mass in the range of ma ≥ 10−4 eV contributes very lit-
tle to the dark matter density. This claim, of course, is
entirely based on estimate (4) which accounts only for
the axions directly produced by the misalignment mech-
anism.
There is another mechanism of the axion production
when the PQ symmetry is broken after inflation as a re-
sult of the domain wall/string decays [34–36]. In this case
the string-domain wall network produces a large number
of axions such that the dark matter density might be
saturated by heavier axion mass ma ≃ 10−4 eV, though
there are large uncertainties and the remaining discrep-
ancies in the corresponding computations as we already
mentioned4.
4 The only original comment we would like to make is as follows.
It is normally assumed that the domain walls are the topological
configurations which interpolate between physically distinct vac-
uum states. Generic domain walls obviously cannot be produced
if inflation occurs after the PQ phase transition, when there is a
unique physical vacuum state within a horizon. The key point
advocated in [37] is that the very special NDW = 1 domain walls
corresponding to the field configurations interpolating between
topologically distinct but physically identical states can be still
produced even if the inflation occur after the PQ phase tran-
sition. This is because the inflation cannot remove these states
outside of the horizon. Somehow this option had been overlooked
in previous studies on the subject.
4The range 10−6eV . ma . 10
−2eV is traditionally
been regarded as the open mass window for the QCD ax-
ions, see recent review [13]. In our numerical estimates
in the present work, such as (3), we use the central point
ma ≃ 10−4 eV for illustrative purposes only. This choice
is not dictated by any specific constraints related to an
experimental design. This “insensitivity” in our current
proposal fromma should be contrasted with conventional
cavity-type experiments which need to be fine-tuned for
a specific axion mass ma. The only requirement for our
proposal is that the dark matter axion can be treated as
a coherent state (2) with a coherent length (3) that is
compatible with a typical size of the experimental con-
figuration.
We now return to analysis of the Maxwell equations in
the presence of the axion field given by eq.(1). The phys-
ical meaning of extra term ∼ a˙ in (1) is quite obvious:
the axion generates the extra current ~ja in the presence
of the axion field
~ja = −θ˙ Kaγγα
2π
~B, α ≡ e
2
4π
. (5)
This anomalous current points along magnetic field in
contrast with ordinaryE&M , where the current is always
orthogonal to ~B. Most of the recent proposals [14–26] to
detect the dark matter axions are precisely based on this
extra current (5).
We would like to make a few comments on the unusual
features of this current. First of all, the generation of
the very same non-dissipating current (5) in the pres-
ence of θ has been very active area of research in recent
years. However, it is with drastically different scale of
order ΛQCD instead of ma. The main driving force for
this activity stems from the ongoing experimental results
at RHIC (relativistic heavy ion collider) and the LHC
(Large Hadron Collider), which can be interpreted as the
observation of such anomalous current (5).
The basic idea for such an interpretation can explained
as follows. It has been suggested by [38, 39] that the so-
called θind-domain can be formed in heavy ion collisions
as a result of some non-equilibrium dynamics. This in-
duced θind plays the same role as fundamental θ in (5),
and leads to a number of P and CP odd effects, such as
chiral magnetic effect, chiral vortical effect, and charge
separation effect, to name just a few. This field of re-
search initiated in [40] became a hot topic in recent years
as a result of many interesting theoretical and experi-
mental advances, see recent review papers [41, 42] on the
subject.
For our present studies it is important to realize that
the anomalous non-dissipating current (5) can be inter-
preted as a manifestation of the Witten’s effect [43] when
the magnetic monopole becomes an electrically charged
object, the dyon. Indeed, as argued in [40] the electric
field will always be induced in the presence of θ 6= 0 if
an external magnetic field is also present in the system,
see (12). This induced electric field 〈 ~E〉ind ∼ θ ~B will be
generating the non-dissipating current (5) in plasma and
may lead to a separation of charges5.
A similar argument also suggests that a magnetic
dipole moment will always generate the electric dipole
moment in the presence of the θ background. We elab-
orate on this argument in section III C, see eqs. (16),
(17), (18). Independent explicit computations [22, 23]
also support this argument.
Our final comment (on this large number of topologi-
cal phenomena emerging as a result of the θ term) is as
follows. It is commonly assumed that the physics related
to the θ parameter in electrodynamics must decouple in
the limit θ˙ → 0, so that all physical phenomena must be
θ independent if θ˙ = 0. The conventional argument is
often based on observation that the θ term in this limit
can be represented as the total derivative in the action,
and, therefore, cannot change the equation of motion or
influence physical observations, see [41] for review. As we
already mentioned in the Introduction, it has been known
for sometime [27–29] why these arguments do not hold
for a system which is formulated on a nontrivial mani-
fold6. Our computations below which are performed on
a simple, but topologically nontrivial manifold S1 explic-
itly show how and why this θ dependence emerges.
5 This separation of charges observed at RHIC and the LHC can be
interpreted as the manifestation of the charge separation effect
[40–42]. This effect can be also interpreted as the chiral magnetic
effect (CME) represented by eq. (5). The effect was dubbed as
CME because θ˙ = µ5 can be interpreted as the chiral chemical
potential µ5. Relation θ˙ = µ5 can be easily derived using U(1)A
chiral time-dependent transformation in the path integral.
6 This phenomena is in fact related to the so-called Gribov am-
biguities which are well known to emerge in non-abelian gauge
theories. These ambiguities also appear in the Maxwell electro-
dynamics when it is quantized on a non-simply connected com-
pact manifold, see some comments and relevant references on the
subject in [30].
5III. TOPOLOGICAL PARTITION FUNCTION
IN PRESENCE OF THE AXION.
We want to construct the partition function Ztop(θ) in
the presence of the axion field θ(t). Mathematically, we
consider the usual 3-dimensional space with an infinitely
long cylindrical portion removed, the space of considera-
tion is thus homotopic to S1. For simplicity, we align the
axis of the (rectangular) cylinder with the z-direction.
The single periodic direction is provided by the S1 fac-
tor of the cylinder. Certainly, the real spatial topology
for Minkowski space is trivial, and one may argue that
such constructions can never be physically realized un-
less the non-trivial topology is provided by the actual
Universe. Such will be the case if the Universe is a torus
or has handles from wormholes. We here make a few
arguments that although change in real spatial topology
cannot be controlled in an experimental setting, it can
be effectively realized in real space at low energies. For
instance, while a conducting ring does not change the
actual spatial topology, it does enforce the S1 topology
for some low energy electrons below some binding en-
ergy. The accumulation of the Aharonov Bohm phase
with non-contractible path along S1 is another example
when the topology can be enforced by physical consider-
ation, see additional comments below.
For our present work, one possible realization is by in-
serting an actual cylinder with cross-sectional size a lot
smaller than its length along z. We claim that the pe-
riodic boundary condition is indeed enforced up to some
energy cut off provided by the material, as in the case of
Casimir effects [44]. As expected, the imposed material
boundary becomes transparent for modes above such cut
offs. Nevertheless, the boundary condition is enforced in
the regime in which vacuum Casimir effect is dominant.
The validity of such arguments are indeed supported by
the actual measurement of Casimir pressure in vacuum.
As expected, the correction to Casimir pressure from
such non-perturbative effects is a few orders of magnitude
smaller than the current detection limit [30]. Neverthe-
less, by designing an intrument with many identical units,
some related effects such as induced dipole moments can
be magnified. We also discuss the effects when a strong
external field is threading through a region of space. In
such cases, non-trivial topology can also enter even in
the absence of material boundaries. By threading a suffi-
ciently strong external field in some region, it is sufficient
to consider the zero field region for low energy effects.
Such region will be homotopic to S1 as desired. Processes
that correspond to unwinding have to pass through the
non-zero flux region which has a higher energy propor-
tional to the sqaure of the strengths of the applied fields.
However, we will not give explicit computations in this
paper to demonstrate the explicity equivalence in the low
energy limit, which involves non-perturbative corrections
and is highly non-trivial as a topic by itself. In practice,
of course, the cylinder is never infinitely long and external
fluxes will not extend to infinity. However, topology is
enforced for sufficiently long cylinders or extended fluxes,
when we consider thin spatial slices cutting through the
cylinder which are effectively 2-dimensional and are far
from the ends. A well-known example will be the familiar
Aharonov-Bohm setup where interference pattern can be
detected despite the finite size of the solenoid. This sets
the range of validity for the computations throughout
this paper.
Working under the assumptions that such non-trivial
topology can indeed be effectively realized, we now follow
[30, 32] in constructing the topological partition function,
which is sensitive to the topological sectors of the system.
As a crucial observation from previous work, we note that
the gauge field Aµ is only periodic up to a large gauge
transformation in the periodic direction, and results in
formation of the topological sectors |k〉. In this section
we use conventional Euclidean path integral formulation
and then reproduce the key results using the Hamiltonian
analysis in section IV.
For the sake of clarity, we briefly review the fluctua-
tions due to the magnetic fluxes [30] in section III A and
neglect the possible electric fluxes discussed in ref. [32] in
the periodic direction. In subsection III B we generalize
this construction to include the axion θ field. Finally, in
subsection III C we argue that the obtained results can
be interpreted as the manifestation of the Wittens’ effect
[43] when the magnetic monopole becomes electrically
charged object, the dyon.
This construction explicitly shows that the θ is a phys-
ical parameter of the system even though it enters the
Lagrangian (11) with operator which can be represented
as a total derivative. One can explicitly see that all
6effects which are subject of the present work are non-
perturbative in nature as they enter the partition func-
tion (9) as exp(−1/e2) and cannot be seen in perturba-
tion theory.
A. Maxwell system on a compact manifold
In what follows we simplify our analysis by consid-
ering a simplest case with contributions from winding
topological sectors |k〉 in the z-direction only. The classi-
cal instanton configuration in Euclidean space which de-
scribes the corresponding tunnelling transitions can be
represented as follows:
Aµtop =
(
0, − πk
eL1L2
x2,
πk
eL1L2
x1, 0
)
, (6)
where k is the winding number that labels the topolog-
ical sector, and L1, L2 are the dimensions of the rect-
angular cylinder in the x and y-directions respectively.
The height of the cylinder is L3. This terminology (“in-
stanton”) is adapted from similar studies in 2d QED
[30] where corresponding configuration in A0 = 0 gauge
describe the interpolation between pure gauge vacuum
winding states |k〉.
The physical meaning of the configurations (6) is that
they describe the tunnelling processes which occur in the
system between different winding sectors |k〉. For rela-
tively small systems and finite temperature β the proba-
bility for the tunnelling processes is not small, and must
be taken into account to describe the physical vacuum
states.
A key observation from [30] is that the topological
portion Ztop decouples from quantum fluctuations, Z =
Zquant × Ztop such that the quantum fluctuations from
propagating photons do not depend on topological sec-
tor k and can be computed in topologically trivial sector
k = 0. Indeed, the cross term∫
d4x ~B · ~Btop = 2πk
eL1L2
∫
d4x Bz = 0 (7)
vanishes because the magnetic portion of quantum fluc-
tuations in the z-direction, represented by Bz = ∂xAy −
∂yAx, is a periodic function as ~A is periodic over the do-
main of integration. This technical remark in fact greatly
simplifies our analysis.
The classical action for configuration in the presence of
the uniform static external magnetic field Bextz therefore
takes the form
1
2
∫
d4x
(
~Bext + ~Btop
)2
= π2τ
(
k +
θeff
2π
)2
(8)
where parameter τ is defined as τ = 2βL3/e
2L1L2, while
the effective theta parameter θeff ≡ eL1L2Bzext is ex-
pressed in terms of the external magnetic field Bzext.
Therefore, the partition function in the presence of the
uniform magnetic field is given by [30, 45]
Ztop(τ, θeff) =
√
πτ
∑
k∈Z
exp
[
−π2τ
(
k +
θeff
2π
)2]
. (9)
This system in what follows will be referred as the topo-
logical vacuum (T V) because the propagating degrees of
freedom, the photons with two transverse polarizations,
completely decouple from Ztop(τ, θeff).
The dual representation for the partition function is
obtained by applying the Poisson summation formula
such that (9) becomes
Ztop(τ, θeff) =
∑
n∈Z
exp
[
−n
2
τ
+ in · θeff
]
. (10)
Formula (10) justifies our notation for the effective theta
parameter θeff as it enters the partition function in com-
bination with integer number n. One should emphasize
that integer number n in the dual representation (10)
is not the integer magnetic flux k. Furthermore, the
θeff parameter which enters (9, 10) is not a fundamen-
tal θ parameter which is normally introduced into the
Lagrangian in front of ~E · ~B operator. This fundamental
θ term describing the physical axion field will be intro-
duced in next section. Rather, this parameter θeff should
be understood as an effective parameter representing the
construction of the |θeff〉 state for each 2-dimensional slice
with non-trivial π1[U(1)] in the four dimensional system.
B. Euclidean partition function in the presence of θ
Our goal now is to generalize formula (9) to in-
clude the fundamental θ(t) into the partition function
Ztop(τ, θ, θeff). As such, we insert an extra θ term into
the Euclidean action (8),
SE =
∫
d4x
[
1
2
~B2 +
1
2
~E2 + i
Kaγγα
π
θ ~E · ~B
]
. (11)
7Note that our normalization for the topological term is
different from conventional definition of θ in the so-called
“axion electrodynamics” in condensed matter physics
which corresponds to Kaγγ = 1 in our equation (11).
Another comments is related to complex factor i in the
definition (11). This is the result of the Euclidean signa-
ture when the time and electric field are in fact imaginary
variables.
Variation of the action SE with respect to electric field
δ/δ ~E returns
〈 ~E〉ind = −iKaγγα
π
θ
(
~Bext + 〈 ~B〉ind
)
, (12)
which implies that the electric field will be always induced
in the presence of θ term. In what follows we want to
simplify all formulae and consider the limit of θ → 0, in
which case the computations of the rhs 〈 ~B〉ind entering
(12) can be carried out with the partition function (9)
computed at θ = 0. In this approximation the induced
electric field assumes the form
〈Ez〉ind = −iθ · Kaγγα
π
·
√
τπ
Ztop(τ, θeff) (13)
×
∑
k∈Z
(Bzext +
2πk
eL1L2
) exp[−τπ2(k + θeff
2π
)2].
This formula (written in Euclidean metric) represents the
main result of this section. It shows that the observ-
ables explicitly depend on θ through a parametrically
small suppression factor ∼ exp(−1/e2), in agreement
with generic arguments presented in the Introduction.
In next section we interpret the obtained result from a
different perspective.
On the other hand, we can also consider the dual pic-
ture whereby an external electric field Eext is applied and
a magnetic flux is induced from nonzero θ. Although not
the physical configuration we consider in this paper, we
note the duality becomes manifest, when the system is
endowed with an additional z-periodicity. As such, one
similarly obtains, in Euclidean metric
〈Bz〉ind = −iθKaγγα
π
(Ezext + 〈Ez〉ind) , (14)
whereby a magnetic flux is induced by external electric
field, as expected. The induced electric field 〈Ez〉ind in
this expression is related to the electric fluxes, which can
be in principle computed [32], is dropped here in the
current configuration where z-periodicity is lacking.
A few comments regarding (12) are in order. Naively,
(12) seems to suggest that the electric field 〈 ~E〉ind will
be always induced regardless of the topological features
of the space, which we claim plays the crucial role. Nev-
ertheless, this naive objection is incorrect as we argue
below. Just as the electric charge will be always induced
in the background of the magnetic monopole (see eq. (18)
and comments after this formula below), similar non-
triviality is induced by a magnetic flux (string) which is
always accompanied at large distances by a pure gauge
(but topologically nontrivial) vector potential, see sec-
tion VI and eq. (34) with details analysis. Precisely this
pure gauge but topologically nontrivial vector potential is
responsible for a nontrivial mapping π1[U(1)] = Z in con-
figurational space, which plays the key role in the entire
construction. In other words, the external magnetic flux
itself, like the case of Aharonov-Bohm effect, is providing
(and enforcing) the required non-trivial topology. There-
fore, for external field with finite extent, the θ-term does
not reduce to zero on the boundary as usual, but rather
generates a number of nontrivial effects. This θ depen-
dence in (12) emerges, of course, because the object of
our studies is not the QED vacuum (where θ parameter
indeed can be safely removed), but rather a heavy sec-
tor with non-vanishing magnetic flux, see section VI with
additional explanations and comments on this matter.
C. Interpretations
First of all, the expression for the induced electric field
(13) is written in Euclidean metric where all path inte-
gral computations related to the tunnelling transitions
are normally performed. As usual, we assume that ana-
lytical continuation is valid and, therefore, the same for-
mula holds for the physical electric field in Minkowski
space-time, which is obtained by removing complex “i”
in front of eq. (13).
Our next comment is about the interpretation of the
obtained formula (13). First, we would like to interpret
the induced magnetic field 〈B〉ind in terms of the induced
8magnetic moment in each given topological sector k
〈mind〉 = − (Bzext + 〈B〉ind)L1L2L3 = −
√
τπ
Ztop (15)
× 2πL3
e
∑
k∈Z
(
θeff
2π
+ k
)
exp[−τπ2(k + θeff
2π
)2].
Furthermore, the corresponding magnetic moment in k
sector can be also understood in terms of the induced
non-dissipating persistent currents which flow along in-
finitely thin boundary of the system as discussed in [45].
Novel element emerges as a result of θ parameter. In
this case the induced electric field (13) can be interpreted
in terms of the induced dipole moment
〈d〉ind = −〈E〉indL1L2L3 = θ · Kaγγα
π
√
τπ
Ztop(τ, θeff) (16)
× 2πL3
e
∑
k∈Z
(
θeff
2π
+ k
)
exp[−τπ2(k + θeff
2π
)2],
where we adopted the Minkowski signature for the phys-
ical electric field in contrast with expression (13) derived
in Euclidean space-time. The same expression for the
electric dipole moment can be thought as accumulation
of the charges on the metallic plates of the area L1L2 and
separated by distance L3 along z.
Comparison between (15) and (16) suggests that the
induced electric field in the presence of θ can be thought
as the Witten’s effect as the electric and magnetic dipole
moments are related:
〈d〉ind = −θ · Kaγγα
π
〈mind〉 (17)
which obviously resembles the Witten’s relation if one
represents the magnetic moment as 〈mind〉 = gL3 where
g is the magnetic charge. As the magnetic charge g is
quantized, g = 2pi
e
, formula (17) can be rewritten as
〈d〉ind = −θ · Kaγγe
2
4π2
2πL3
e
= −
(
eθ
2π
)
L3 ·Kaγγ . (18)
This formula can be obviously interpreted as the Witten’s
effect when the magnetic dipole 〈mind〉 becomes also an
electric dipole 〈d〉ind with the moment determined by the
electric charges e′ = −(eθ/2π)Kaγγ which precisely co-
incides with the Witten’s expression for e′ = −(eθ/2π)
if one uses the conventional normalization for the θ term
with Kaγγ = 1 according to [43].
The discussions above strongly suggest that the the ef-
fects in the bulk of the system can be represented in terms
of the boundary effects: boundary induced currents, or
boundary induced charges. It is not really an unexpected
property of the system as we previously argued that this
topological vacuum (T V) is, in many respects, similar
to a topologically ordered system [46, 47]. Therefore, the
representation of the effect (13) in terms of the boundary
sources is another manifestation of the property which is
normally attributed to a system which belongs to a topo-
logically ordered phase.
Formula (16) plays the crucial role in our analysis in
section V where we describe a possible experimental set-
up for the axion search experiment. It is explicitly pro-
portional to the axion field θ(t), instead of θ˙(t). This for-
mula also explicitly demonstrates that θQED = constant
is a fundamental and physically observable parameter of
the theory when the system is formulated on a nontrivial
manifold, in full agreement with very generic arguments
of refs. [27–29].
IV. HAMILTONIAN APPROACH
In this section, we reproduce (16) using the Hamil-
tonian approach and confirm the results from the path-
integral calculation. To be more self-contained, we briefly
review some of the derivation in the Hamiltonian ap-
proach.
Following [48], we can write down the zero-mode con-
tribution to partition function on a 3-torus. Note that
this is different and somewhat more complicated than
the cylindrical system we constructed previously. We will
find that we recover the cylindrical result by limiting to
a trivial winding sector. We will find that the system
which has a slightly more complicated topology contain
other physical effects absent in the cylindrical case. As
argued previously in [47], the full partition function will
contain six different fluxes where an integer electric and
magnetic flux will be threading each independent direc-
tion. For the sake of simplicity, we focus on fluxes along
z, although it is straightforward to extend to the full
3-torus solution where it is a triple copy of the partial
partition function we consider here.
Knowing the full system Hamiltonian H given by
Maxwell theory, the full partition function is given by
9Z = Tr[exp(−βH)] ∼ Ztop ×Zquant, (19)
where Ztop = Tr[exp(−βHtop)] andHtop is the zero mode
component of the total Hamiltonian.
Note that we can separate the partition function into
its zero mode contribution Htop and the higher fluctua-
tions such as physical photons, captured in Zquant. This
decoupling has been previously demonstrated [30]. Be-
cause here we are only interested in the topological part
associated with the zero mode, it suffices to drop the
conventional photon partition function Zquant.
To start, we recall that for the system for a non-trivial
topology admits different winding states that are related
by a large gauge transformation. The true theta vacuum
is labelled by a free parameter θ˜, whereby the one has to
take a superposition of winding states,
|θ˜〉 =
∞∑
n˜=−∞
exp(iθ˜n˜)|n˜〉 (20)
where each winding state is labelled by integer n˜.
It was shown in [30, 32] that integer-valued electric and
magnetic fluxes will thread the z-direction for the θ˜ = 0
case. Our first step here is consider the θ˜-dependence.
Here θ˜ = −θαKaγγ/π is from the axion coupling term.
The topological contribution is given by partition func-
tion
Ztop ∼
∫ 2pi
0
dφ
∫ ∞
−∞
∑
m˜
∑
n˜
〈 φ
2π
+ m˜| exp(−βHtop)| φ
2π
+ n˜〉
× exp(i(m˜− n˜)θ˜). (21)
Equivalently, we note that exp(i(m˜ − n˜)θ˜) =
exp(iθ˜
∫
d4xLCS) is captured by the theta term, whose
exponent is nothing but the abelian Chern-Simons ac-
tion ∫
d4xLCS = 1
8π2
∫
F ∧ F , (22)
where F = dA is the usual 2-form associated with the
electromagnetic field strength. This has been computed
for a 3-torus in [48] and is nothing but 8π2mn/e2, where
m,n are integers.
As such, one can insert identities
∫
dl|ℓ〉〈l| into the
expression where |l〉 is an eigenstate of the conjugate
momentum zero mode E˜z(0)L1L2/e with eigenvalue l.
Evaluate and one obtains partition function [48]
Ztop(θ˜) ∼
∫ 2pi
0
dφ
∫ ∞
−∞
dl
∑
m,n
〈 φ
2π
+ n|l〉〈l| exp(−βHtop)|l〉
× 〈l| φ
2π
〉 exp(imnθ˜) ∼
∑
m,n
∫
dl
2π
δ
(
mθ˜
2π
+ l + n
)
× exp
(
−βV
2
[
(
el
L1L2
)2 + (
2πm
eL1L2
)2
])
(23)
up to constant normalization. Evaluating the element
〈l| exp(−βHtop)|l〉 yields exp(−βV/2(el/L1L2)2 + Φ2B)
where the integer magnetic flux Φ2B ∼ m2 was given in
[30]. As expected, the partition function is invariant un-
der θ˜ → θ˜+2π and nonzero theta introduces electromag-
netic mixing.
Although the induced field can be trivially com-
puted from the partition function, unsurprisingly, the θ-
dependent induced field vanishes for all values of θ˜ ∼
θQED due to cancellation in the summation. As before,
we need to apply an external field to break the invariance
of the exponential weight factor under m→ −m and the
same thing for n.
For instance, we can shift magnetic flux by adding an
external B field in the z-direction. This shifts the mag-
netic flux, such that 2πm → 2πm+ eL1L2Bext. Setting
θeff = eL1L2Bext, we have for total flux density
〈E〉 ∼
∑
m,n
[
(
θeff
2π
+m)
θ˜
L1L2e
+
2πn
eβL3
]
(24)
× exp

−1
η
(
n+ (m+
θeff
2π
)
θ˜
2π
)2
− τπ2
(
m+
θeff
2π
)2 ,
where η = 2L1L2/e
2βL3 and τ = 2βL3/e
2L1L2 and
we omit constant normalization factors proportional to
1/Ztop. Magnetic moment can also be computed in a
similar fashion. Therefore, for small θ perturbations, as
is the case for coherent dark-matter axions, we induce
time-dependent electric flux
〈E(t)〉 = −αKaγγ
π
γ(θeff , τ)θ(t) +O(θ2) (25)
where it is important to note θeff ∼ Bext is external mag-
netic flux we apply parallel to the induced E-flux.
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Here
γ(θeff , τ) ≡ ∂〈E(θ˜)〉
∂θ˜
∣∣∣
θ˜=0
(26)
=
2π
eL1L2
〈θeff
2π
+m〉
∣∣∣
θ˜=0
− 2
eL3βη
〈n2(m+ θeff
2π
)〉
∣∣∣
θ˜=0
.
Expectation values 〈. . . 〉 are understood to be with re-
spect to the topological partition function.
Note that we recover the case where the spatial topol-
ogy has only one periodic direction, S1 × I × I, by only
considering the n = 0 sector, because there is no z-
periodicity in our configuration, which is needed for non-
trivial electric flux. It precisely agrees with equations
(13) and (16) derived in section III using drastically dif-
ferent technique. Formula (24) is in fact a more general
expression than eq. (13) derived previously because in
formula (24) the axion field θ˜ is not assumed to be small,
and furthermore, electric fluxes studied in [32] which de-
scribe n 6= 0 sectors, are included into the formula (24).
Reproducing of eq. (13) using a different approach also
adds to our confidence that the derivation is indeed cor-
rect.
V. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND
NUMERICAL ESTIMATES FOR |θeff 〉 STATES
We give a few simple numerical estimates related to
the induced field (13) and induced dipole moment (16)
as a result of the external θ(t) field which is identified
with the dark matter axion (2). We also want to present
proposals on possible experimental setups which would
allow to measure the induced field 〈 ~E〉ind resulting from
the DM axion entering a proposed axion detector.
For coherent DM axions which are believed to have
the wavelength in the order of a few meters, we can
still operate in the adiabatic regime for a device with
size on the scale of mm. The typical parameters in this
section are: the axion mass ma ≃ 10−4 eV which cor-
responds to the typical frequencies ν ∼ 20 GHz. A
typical external magnetic field to be considered in this
section should be the same order of magnitude as mag-
netic field in the quantum fluxes describing the tunnelling
events. Numerically, the magnetic field is quite small,
Bext ∼ θeff/(eL1L2) ∼ 4 · 10−5G for a typical mm size
samples. We also require the temperature of the system is
not too low, T ≥ 10K which corresponds to β ≤ 0.2mm.
At the same time, the temperature cannot be too high
as the Aharonov-Bohm coherence must be maintained in
the entire system7. These parameters guarantee that the
key dimensionless parameter τ . 1 and the tunnelling
transitions will occur without exponential suppression.
These tunnelling transitions select a specific |θeff〉- state.
Our classification in the present section is based on this
classification scheme.
In next section VI we consider another set of parame-
ters when the requirement on small τ can be dropped. In
this case the tunnelling transitions do not occur as they
are strongly suppressed, and our classification scheme
will be based on the winding number topological sectors
|k〉 rather than on |θeff〉- classification which represents
the superposition of the winding |k〉 states. Neverthe-
less, the equations (12) and (14) still hold even when
tunnelling transitions are suppressed. We further elabo-
rate on this classification scheme in section VI.
For subsections VB and VA, we consider the sim-
ple configuration of applying the external flux using a
single cylindrical solenoid with mm size. An external
magnetic field is applied parallel to the principle axis by
the solenoid and an electric field (parallel to the external
magnetic field) will be induced in the presence of nonzero
θ. For subsequent sections VC and VD, we put addi-
tional plates near the ends of the cylinder and connect
them by a (super)conducting wire.
Note that while each device, which we study in the fol-
lowing subsections, only yields a minute amount of ob-
servable effect, the small scale of the devices allows in
principle an amplification by considering a large number,
N , of such devices. For instance, for a cubic meter size
detector, which is still well below the axion wavelength
such that coherence is maintained, one can in principle
pack N3 mm scale construction of each unit and attains
a factor of ∼ 109 amplification.
7 One should remark here that there are related effects when the
entire system can maintain the Aharonov-Bohm phase coherence
at very high temperature T ≃ 79 K [49]. It is obviously more
than sufficient for our purposes.
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A. The Dipole Moment
We start our numerical estimates with magnetic dipole
moment given by (15). If somehow we manage to adjust
parameters of the system such that τ ≤ 1 than the magni-
tude of 〈mzind〉 from eq. (15) is determined by parameter
2πL3/e such that
〈mzind〉 ∼
2πL3
e
∼ 1.5 · 1011
(
e · cm2
s
)
·
(
L3
1mm
)
.(27)
By expressing the magnetic moment〈mzind〉 in units (27)
we want to emphasize that this magnetic moment can
be interpreted as the generation of the persistent cur-
rent along the ring as described in [45]. In other words
we interpret 〈mzind〉 as a macroscopically large magnetic
moment which is generated by coherent non-dissipating
surface current 〈J〉 flowing along the ring and measured
in units e/s. In this case one can represent 〈mzind〉 =
L1L2〈J〉 which explains our representation in form (27).
The value (27) should be compared numerically with
Bohr magneton for a single electron represented in the
same units,
µB =
e~
2me
≃ 0.6
(
e · cm2
s
)
,
〈mzind〉
µB
∼ 1011. (28)
The comparison between the two numbers can be inter-
preted that our system effectively describes ∼ 1011 de-
grees of freedom which coherently produce a macroscop-
ically large magnetic moment (27) and coherent persis-
tent current 〈J〉. This enhancement is accompanied by
another large factor N3 ∼ 109 mentioned above. These
two large factors represent the maximum enhancement
which can be achieved for a coherent axion field with
λD ∼ 1m. The enhancement factor 1011+9 is the same
order of magnitude which is normally discussed in other
axion search experiments [14–26] based on coupling of
the axion with the matter fields.
The crucial element in our estimate (27) is that the
key parameter τ should be sufficiently small, τ ≤ 1. This
would guarantee that the vacuum transitions would not
be strongly suppressed. The main assumption here is
that Aharonov-Bohm (AB) phase coherence can be main-
tained at sufficient high temperature, which can drasti-
cally decrease parameter τ , see footnote 7.
From (27), one can also set to measure the magnitude
of the induced electric dipole moment 〈d〉ind which will be
generated exclusively as a result of the interaction with
the axion field θ. Again, for a system of mm size, the
dipole moment according to (16), (17), (18) is given by
〈d〉ind ∼ 10−2θ ·Kaγγ
(
L3
1mm
)
e · cm (29)
For expected range of θ ∼ 10−18, this is about 9 or-
ders of magnitude greater than the current experimen-
tal limit of the electron electric dipole moment (EDM),
|de| . 10−29e·cm [50, 51]. This large enhancement factor
can be attributed to the coherence of the large number
of effective microscopic degrees of freedom participating
in generation of the electric dipole moment (29) similar
to generation of the magnetic dipole moment (27) as dis-
cussed above. The estimate (29) can be also compared
with the current limit on neutron EDM |dn| < 10−26e·cm
[52], 〈d〉ind/|dn| ∼ 1024θ ∼ 106.
One should emphasize that the system is placed in a
static uniform magnetic field. In conventional perturba-
tive QED (without topological sectors) even the magnetic
moment (27) cannot be induced when a ring is placed
inside of a uniform static magnetic filed. The genera-
tion of a static electric dipole moment (29) even a more
puzzling effect within conventional QED formulated on a
trivial topology. The electric dipole moment 〈d〉ind could
be only generated due to a background θ field, which it-
self could be only resulted from the passing nearby axion,
or due to fundamental θQED 6= 0, see more comments on
this last possibility in subsection VIC.
B. Emission in the microwave bands
If the dipole moment (29) is induced due to the pass-
ing nearby axion with mass ma, then the system will
emit photons with frequency ω = ma. Assuming that
the system is macroscopically large one can estimate the
time-averaged intensity of the dipole radiation for each
such unit using the classical expression
〈I〉 ≃ ω
4
12πc3
〈d〉2ind ∼ αω4
(L3Kaγγθm)
2
12π2c3
, (30)
where θm is the amplitude of the coherent axion oscilla-
tion. For a device on the mm scale, again we estimate
the average power from a single unit to be on the or-
der of 10−13(Kaγγθm)
2eV2, which can be represented in
conventional units as 〈I〉 ∼ 10−16(Kaγγθm)2 watt. Such
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small intensity is unlikely to be observed even when a
large factor N6 for coherent emission from N3 dipoles is
inserted.
The effect could potentially be enhanced if a device is
specifically designed in a such a way that the splitting of
the corresponding quantum levels exactly coincides with
the axion mass. In this case the quantum resonance sim-
ulated transition is possible which may greatly enhance
very a low rate of the emission (30). Such computations
are well beyond the scope of the present work as they
require some special technique [53] which is not yet fully
developed. We leave the corresponding analysis for the
future studies.
C. Potential Difference and Induced Charge
If we add 2 plates near the ends of the cylinder, the
induced field 〈E〉ind will induce the electric charges on
these plates, which in principle, can be measured. The
magnitude of these charges can be estimated as
〈Q〉 ∼ eθ(t)
2π
Kaγγ. (31)
It is clear that for θ of interest, 〈Q〉 ≪ e and thus the
small fractional charges are only to be understood prob-
abilistically. The corresponding potential difference can
be estimated as
〈∆V 〉 ≃ eθKaγγL3
2πL1L2
∼ 10−4Kaγγ θ(t)
2π
(volt). (32)
To get a bearing on the magnitude of this potential dif-
ference, we compare it to the Hall voltage usually on the
order of (10 − 100)mV in quantum Hall measurements
[54, 55], which is many orders of magnitude greater that
(32). The amplification N3 ∼ 109 mentioned above, in
principle, may drastically increase the sensitivity.
D. Oscillating and Transient Current
As the axion passes through the detector, the induced
dipole and charges on the plate also oscillate, which gives
rise to a current in the wire if we connect the plates.
For a superconducting wire, the maximal current one can
attain is approximately
〈J〉 ≈ Qc
L3
·
(v
c
)
∼ θmKaγγ
2π
·
(v
c
)
· 10(nA), (33)
where v is a typical discharge velocity, which obviously
depends on physical properties of material of a wire. For
the superconductor wire we expect that v ∼ c. The aver-
age current can then be measured by a SQUID. Assuming
SQUID sensitivity ∼ 10−18T, in principle each unit can
reach sensitivity at 〈J〉 ∼ 10−3nA. Therefore, for a clever
design of the detector which consists of N3 ∼ 109 such
units to amplify the overall current, we are in principle
sensitive to θ & 10−12.
Based on this estimate, the topological device is in
principle competitive with the upper limit of existing and
proposed experiments for dark matter axion searches.
More importantly, distinct from the direct detection ex-
periments currently known in literature, this configura-
tion is also sensitive to θ as opposed to θ˙ as a result of
the topological features of the system as discussed above.
Furthermore, one can also use the setup for the mea-
surement of a static θ. For such measurements, we first
apply Bext to induce the charges on the plates, and then
turn off the applied field and measure the transient dis-
charge current. In next section we elaborate on this op-
tion to measure the static θ using slightly different setups
when the topology selects a specific winding |k〉 states in
contrast with specific |θeff〉 states which have been con-
sidered so far. The effects will be still proportional to
small parameter θ but some enhancement factors may
emerge as we argue below.
VI. NUMERICAL ESTIMATES FOR |κ〉 STATES
In this section we make some numerical estimates as-
suming the effective S1 topology is still enforced but in
the limit when tunneling and non-trivial winding is sup-
pressed. In this case, |κ〉 states, which are states that
correspond to configurations with non-zero flux κ thread-
ing through space, are good quantum states. Therefore,
different from the previous sections, we perform our anal-
ysis in this section for the |κ〉 states rather than for su-
perposition of the winding states classified by parame-
ter θeff . Physically it implies that we choose uniform
magnetic field Bz along z direction which selects specific
boundary conditions for pure gauge (but topologically
nontrivial) vector potential at large distances such that∮
Γ
Aµdxµ = 2πκ, where Γ is the path at large distances
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in xy plane8. As we already mentioned in this case the θ
parameter (not to be confused with θeff) still remains a
physical parameter of the system. In such circumstances
the electric field (12) will be induced along the magnetic
field in the region of space where the magnetic field is
present. The topological arguments suggest that the cor-
responding configurations cannot “unwind” as the uni-
form static magnetic field Bz enforces the system to be-
come effectively two-dimensional, when the θ parameter
is obviously a physical parameter, similar to analogous
analysis in the well-known 2d Schwinger model.
Indeed the θ term in the action (11) with fixed k can
be rewritten as follows
Sθ ∼ θe2
∫
d4x ~E · ~B = θ
[
e
∫
d2x⊥Bz
]
·
[
e
∫
dzdtEz
]
= 2πκ θ ·
[
e
∫
dzdtEz
]
. (34)
The expression on the right hand side is still a total di-
vergence, and does not change the equation of motion.
In fact, the expression in the brackets is identically the
same as the θ term in 2d Schwinger model, where it is
known to be a physical parameter of the system as a re-
sult of nontrivial mapping π1[U(1)] = Z, see e.g. [30] for
a short review on θ term in 2d Schwinger model in the
given context. The expression (34) for the θ term written
in the external background field shows once again that θ
parameter in 4d Maxwell theory becomes the physical pa-
rameter of the system when some conditions are met. In
many respects this phenomenon (when the 4d θ becomes
the physically observable parameter of the system) is very
similar to the Witten’s effect [43] when the presence of a
monopole enforces the boundary conditions which cannot
be “unwinded” due to the monopole’s magnetic topolog-
ical charge. In such circumstances the θ term becomes
a physical parameter of the system (in monopole’s sec-
tor), and, in particular, a monopole becomes the dyon
with electric charge ∼ θ as we already disused in section
III C. The role of the magnetic charge (in the Witten’s
8 The parameter κ which classifies our states in the present section
is arbitrary real number. It measures the magnetic physical flux,
which not necessary assumes the integer values. It should not be
confused with integer numbers n,m, k which enter the expres-
sions describing the path integral in previous sections, where we
sum over all topological sectors to select |θeff 〉 state. In present
section we select |κ〉 state as the physical state which explains
the title of this section VI.
effect) plays the magnetic flux κ in our case. This flux en-
forces the boundary conditions (34) and makes the θQED
to become an observable parameter in the sector with
non-vanishing magnetic flux.
The discussions of the present section are devoted to
the physically observable effects due to θ parameter (34)
in the given |κ〉 sector. In this case we do not have
any other requirements (such as small τ) except that
AB coherence phase must be maintained. This opens
up a new perspective for the axion search experiments
due to two reasons. First, the effect is sensitive to the
static axion field even without tunnelling suppression fac-
tor ∼ exp(−1/e2) which always accompanied all our for-
mulae in the previous section. This is because we study
the system in the k sector with non vanishing κ flux, sim-
ilar to the Witten’s effect with non vanishing monopole’s
charge. In both cases the effect is proportional to θ with-
out exp(−1/e2) suppression because the object of studies
is not the vacuum, but the heavy k sector.
Secondly, the effect for the induced electric field (12)
and related formulae for the potential difference 〈∆V 〉,
the induced charges 〈Q〉 and induced currents 〈J〉 can
be drastically enhanced due to the additional parameter
Bzext which could be in the range of Tesla rather than
in a fraction of Gauss, see next subsection VIA with
detail estimates. This is because the overall expression
is approximated by a linear dependence on the exter-
nal field. Such a linear dependence on the external field
for the |κ〉 states can be easily understood from expres-
sion (34) where θ parameter always enters in combination
with (non-fluctuating) external field Bz, which eventually
drastically enhances all the effects related to θ.
For completeness of the presentation we also briefly
discuss in section VIB the dual picture when the mag-
netic field is induced in the background of the electric
field. We emphasize in section VIC that our studies on
static θ due to the DM axion passing the detector can be
equally apply to constraint the fundamental parameter
of QED, the θQED which becomes a physically observable
parameter of the system when the theory is formulated
on a nontrivial manifold, or it is placed into the back-
ground field which itself enforces a nontrivial topology
as discussed above.
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A. Potential Difference, Induced Charge and
Induced Current with Bext
From (12), we arrive at the following expression for the
induced electric field in the presence of θ 6= 0.
〈E〉ind = −θKaγγα
π
Bext. (35)
If we place the plates at the ends of the cylinder, the
induced field 〈E〉ind will induce the charge on the plates
similar to our discussions in the previous section. The
magnitude of the charges can be estimated as follows
〈Q〉 ∼ eθ(t)
2π
Kaγγ ·
[
eBextL1L2
2π
]
. (36)
The difference, in comparison with the previous discus-
sions, is that the external magnetic field Bext could be
quite large which makes the effect much stronger. This
charge separation effect due to θ 6= 0 generates the po-
tential difference, which can be estimated as follows
〈∆V 〉 ≃ eθKaγγL3
2πL1L2
·
[
eBextL1L2
2π
]
(37)
∼ 0.2Kaγγθ ·
(
L3
mm
)
·
(
Bext
Gauss
)
(volt).
If we place the system into the background of the strong
external field Bext ∼ 1T and assume the N3 ∼ 109 am-
plification mentioned above, along with high sensitivity
to measure the potential difference on the level 10mV
(which is typical for the quantum Hall measurements
[54, 55]), then one can push the sensitivity for the static
θ to the level θ ∼ 10−14. We emphasize that such a mea-
surements are sensitive to the static θ regardless of its na-
ture: whether it is the fundamental constant of QED, or
it is generated by the coherent DM axion passing through
detector.
If we connect two plates with a wire, then the induced
current can be estimated as follows
〈J〉 ∼ 〈Q〉c
L3
(v
c
)
(38)
≈ 10−6 ·
(
θKaγγ
10−14
)
·
(
L1L2/L3
mm
)
·
(
Bext
1T
)
·
(v
c
)
nA
where v is a typical discharge velocity, which obviously
depends on physical properties of material of a wire. For
the superconducting wire we expect that the discharge
velocity is close to maximum possible v ∼ c. A single
device obviously cannot produce a measurable effect for
small θ ≃ 10−14. However, as we already mentioned, the
potential difference (37) for such small θ ≃ 10−14 can
be in principle measured with the N3 ∼ 109 amplifica-
tion. A similar amplification produces the effect for the
current 〈J〉 on the level 103 nA which is the same order
of magnitude as in the usual experiments that measure
persistent currents [56–58]. The challenge, of course, will
be in maintaining Aharonov-Bohm-like coherence in the
presence of a strong magnetic field using superconducting
wire for the given system size.
To reiterate the basic result of this subsection: the pri-
mary phenomenon of this system is the generation of the
induced electric field (35) in the background of the exter-
nal magnetic field and in the presence of non-vanishing
θ. One can, in principle, observe this small electric field
for θ ≃ 10−14 by measuring the induced charges (36), the
potential difference (37), or the discharge current (38), all
of which obviously represent the secondary effects which
follow from (35).
B. Dual Picture with electric external field Eext
In this subsection we want to elaborate on the dual
picture of the same phenomenon when the external mag-
netic field Bext is replaced by external electric field Eext.
In this case, formula (14) suggests the magnetic field is
induced. In physical notations using the Minkowski sig-
nature this formula reads
〈B〉ind = θKaγγα
π
Eext, (39)
which represents, in all respects, the dual expression for
(35) when electric and magnetic fields exchange their
roles: the external field becomes the induced field, and
vice versa. The significance of this formula is that the
induced magnetic field can be measured with very high
accuracy by making use of the existing infrastructure in
the usual experiments that measure persistent currents
from Aharonov-Bohm coherence [56–58].
Instead of applying a magnetic field through the ring,
however, one can instead apply an external electric field
in the same direction. As eq. (39) states, the magnetic
flux will be induced along the principal axis of the small
cylinder/ring. The induced magnetic flux can be under-
stood [45] as coming from the surface persistent current
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〈J〉 which can be estimated as follows
〈J〉 ≃ θKaγγα
π
L3Eext (40)
∼ 10−6 ·
(
θKaγγ
10−14
)
·
(
Eext
105 Vcm
)
·
(
L3
mm
)
nA.
This estimate shows that the magnitude of the current
is the same order of magnitude as (38) for the discharge
current for small θ ≃ 10−14. However, as before, the cur-
rent (40) can be in principle measured with the N3 ∼ 109
amplification. A huge advantage of this specific design
is that the physics of the persistent currents is well un-
derstood. For zero external magnetic field the persistent
currents are obviously vanish. The currents may only be
generated if the θ parameter does not vanish. It could
only happen if the DM axions θ(x) are passing through
detector, or due to the fundamental θQED 6= 0, see next
subsection with some comments on this possibility. We
emphasize again that the effect (40) is proportional to
the static θ, rather than ∂µθ as explained in the details
at the very beginning of this section VI.
C. Measurement of fundamental θQED
In section V we studied a number of effects which are
sensitive to constant θ. All these effects are due to the
tunnelling transitions between states that are topologi-
cally distinct but related by (large) gauge transforma-
tions. Therefore, all the effects are formally suppressed
by a factor exp(−1/e2), though numerically the suppres-
sion could be quite mild as long as parameter τ ∼ 1. On
other hand, in subsections (VIA) and (VIB) we studied
a number of effects which are also sensitive to constant
θ. However, in that case the effects considered are in
the suppressed tunnelling limit. As explained at the very
beginning of section VI the optimized effects are propor-
tional to θ without exp(−1/e2) suppression because the
system belongs to the sector with non-vanishing magnetic
flux, similar to the Witten’s effect [43] with non-vanishing
monopole’s charge. In both cases the effect is propor-
tional to θ (and not to ∂µθ ) because the systems belong
to the heavy κ sectors, rather than to unique vacuum
sector where factor exp(−1/e2) unavoidably emerges in
the Maxwell system for non-simply connected manifolds
with nontrivial π1[U(1)].
The numerical estimates in subsections (VIA) and
(VIB) are quite promising as they show a number of
potentially enhanced factors which in principle can dras-
tically increase the sensitivity to constraint (or observe)
very tiny θ & 10−14. The same analysis can also be used
to put upper limit on the fundamental constant of θQED,
a parameter that has not been measured to the best of
our knowledge. While of θQED does not produce any
physically measurable effects for QED with trivial topol-
ogy, or in vacuum, we expect the proposed Aharonov-
Bohm-type configuration discussed in sections V and VI
to be sensitive to such a parameter which is normally
“undetectable” in a typical scattering experiment based
on perturbative analysis of QED.
The limits imposed by dipole moment, charge, poten-
tial and transient current will be the same as the limit
set for the coherent DM axion θ. For a detector consists
of N3 ∼ 109 such units, θQED one should in principle be
able to exclude θQED & 10
−14, depending on the specific
realizable experimental setup.
We conclude this section with the following remarks
related to the previous studies. First, the fact that
θQED becomes a physically observable parameter when
the theory is formulated on a nontrivial manifold has
been known since [27–29]. Our original contribution into
this field is represented by a number of explicit formulae
derived for simple geometries when nontrivial topologi-
cal features of the system manifest themselves. Precisely
these simple and explicit formulae allow us to produce
a number of numerical estimates of the θ related effects.
These explicit estimates could be the important elements
relevant for the novel types of the axion search exper-
iments because the conventional searches for the dark
matter axions are mostly based on effects when the ax-
ion field enters via the derivatives ∼ ∂µθ(x).
Secondly, the possible physical effects from θQED has
also been previously discussed [59, 60] in the spirit of the
present work. Here we have proposed a more detailed
experimental setup with estimations on sensitivity that is
in principle experimentally accessible. More importantly,
we explicitly computed both type of the effects, with and
without exp(−1/e2) suppression to emphasize the role of
topology, irrespectively whether it is enforced by external
field in κ sectors as in section VI, or by a design of a non
simply connected spatial manifolds as in section V.
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VII. CONCLUSION
The main goals of the present paper can be summa-
rized on three distinct but related items.
1. First of all, we studied a fundamental, time inde-
pendent θQED term in QED which is known to become
a physical observable when some conditions are met [27–
29]. We produced a number of explicit computations for
simple geometries where θQED related effects can be eas-
ily understood. This should be contrasted with conven-
tional viewpoint that θQED is not a physically relevant
parameter in abelian gauge theories, and must enter the
observables in form of ∂µ(θQED).
A deep reason why θQED in vacuum becomes a phys-
ical parameter when the Maxwell system is defined on
non-simply connected manifold is due to the emergence
of the so-called Gribov’s ambiguities (when the gauge
cannot be completely fixed), which is well known phe-
nomenon in non-abelian gauge theories, see footnote 6
for comments and references. The θQED also becomes a
physically observable parameter in the sectors with non
vanishing magnetic flux κ as explained in section VI, and
more specifically, in subsection VIC. In this case the ef-
fect is very much the same as the Witten’s effect when
the θ becomes a physically observable parameter in the
monopole’s sectors.
We suggest a specific design for a tabletop experiment
which, in principle, can constrain the fundamental θQED
on the level θQED ∼ 10−14 . This constraint should be
treated as an independent from known constraint on a
physically distinct parameter θQCD ≤ 10−10.
2. A related, but distinct, goal is the application of
our findings to the axion search experiments, where θ(x)
describes the DM axion with typical frequency ω = ma
passing through a detector. This part of the paper is
motivated by a number of ongoing axion search experi-
ments which may finally unlock the nature of the dark
matter. The novel element which was not previously fully
explored is that the observable effects may depend di-
rectly on θ rather than on ∂µθ which normally enters the
conventional formulae devoted to the DM axion search
experiments. The topological arguments play the crucial
difference, similar to item 1 above. Additionally, the pro-
posed experiment can in principle probe the entire open
mass window, in contrast with the conventional resonant
cavity techniques.
3. The final goal of this work is to advocate an idea
that there is a novel type of vacuum energy, the Topolog-
ical Casimir Effect (TCE) which cannot be formulated in
terms of propagating degrees of freedom (the photons in
the Maxwell theory). This new type of energy is highly
sensitive to the θ(t) parameter. Therefore, there is a
real chance to ascertain the existence of such effects us-
ing specifically designed instruments with high precision,
as discussed in this paper. The work in this direction
might shed some light on the nature of the dark energy.
In fact, the original papers [30, 32] on TCE were mostly
motivated by the idea to imitate this new type of vacuum
energy in a tabletop experiment.
In the context of QCD, this type of the vacuum en-
ergy cannot be associated with any physical propagat-
ing degrees of freedom, analogous to TCE in the present
work in Maxwell system. This motivates the proposal
in [61, 62] that the observed dark energy in the Uni-
verse may have, in fact, precisely such a non-dispersive
nature9. The proposal where an extra energy10 cannot
be associated with any propagating particles is aimed to
provide an approach that is different from a commonly
accepted paradigm that the extra vacuum energy in the
Universe is always associated with the potential of some
propagating degree of freedom, such as inflaton, see orig-
inal papers [63, 64], and reviews [65, 66].
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